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Chapter 15 
Entropic instability of Cramer's 
characterization of the normal law 
S.G. Bobkov and G.P. Chistyakov and F. Gotze 
Abstract We establish instability of the characterization of the normal law in 
Cramer's theorem with respect to the total variation norm and the entropic distance. 
Two constructions of counter-examples are provided. 
15.1 Introduction 
A well-known theorem of Cramer (1936, [Cr]) indicates that, if the sum X + Y of 
two independent random variables X and Y has a normal distribution, then neces-
sarily both X andY are normal. Soon after Cramer had proved his theorem (which 
answered a question raised by P. Levy in 1931), P. Levy established stability ofthis 
characterization property of normal distributions. In a qualitative form it states that, 
for independent random variables X and Y, 
if X+ Y is nearly normal then both X and Y are nearly normal. 
Here "nearly" is understood in the sense of the topology of weak convergence of 
probability distributions on the real line. For example, with respect to the Levy 
distance, Levy's theorem is formulated as follows. Given E > 0 and distribution 
functions F1, F2, 
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for some a 1, az E R and a 1, az > 0, where 8£ only depends on £, and in a such way 
that 8£ ---t 0, as £ ---t 0. 
Here <Pa,u stands for the distribution functions of the normal law N(a, a 2) with 
mean a and variance a 2 , and we omit indices in the standard case a = 0, a = 1. As 
usual, F1 * F2 denotes the convolution of the distribution functions. 
In 1950s Linnik [L2] extended this result to arbitrary probability distributions on 
the real line: If the convolution F1 * Fz is close to F, then both F1 and Fz have to 
be close to the class of all components of F. Linnik noted as well that Cramer's 
theorem may be viewed as a particular case of Darmois-Skitovich 's theorem on the 
independence of independent linear statistics (cf. [Ll]). 
Another important issue which attracted many researchers is the problem of 
quantitative versions of the stability property of the normal law. This problem has 
been studied for a long time, starting with results by Sapogov in the 1950s [S 1-2] 
(who considered the Kolmogorov distance and was apparently unaware of the work 
of P. Levy) and ending with results by Chistyakov and Golinskii [C-G] in the 1990s, 
who found the correct asymptotics of the best possible error function £ ---t 8£ for the 
Levy distance. See also [Z], [Se]. 
In this note we address the following natural question in connection with Levy's 
theorem. Given independent random variables X and Y, assume that the distribution 
of X + Y is known to be nearly normal in a stronger sense. What does this imply 
for X andY in terms of closeness to the normal? When saying "stronger", we mean 
classical distances between distributions such as the total variation norm II F- Gil Tv, 
or the entropic distance D(X) from a given distribution F of X to the associated 
normal law. Thus, we wonder whether or not X and Y need to be nearly normal with 
respect to these distances. In case of the entropic distance, this question was raised 
in the mid 1960's by Kac and McKean ([MC], pp. 365-366; cf. also [C-S] for some 
related aspects of the problem). 
As it turns out, in general the answer is negative in both cases. 
Theorem 1. For any £ > 0, there exist independent random variables X and 
Y with absolutely continuous symmetric distributions F1. Fz, and with Var(X) = 
Var(Y) = 1, such that 
a) IIFI*Fz - <P*<PIITv<£; 
b) IIF1 - <Pa,u II TV > c and IIFz - <Pa,u I lTv > c, for all a E Rand a > 0, 
where c > 0 denotes an absolute constant. 
As we will see, Theorem 1 holds for any number c E (0, 1/2) . 
The statement of the theorem may be strengthened in terms of the entropic dis-
tance. Recall that, if a random variable X with finite second moment has a density 
p(x), its entropy 
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1+00 h(X) = - -oo p(x) log p(x) dx 
is well-defined and, what is classical, it is bounded from above by the entropy of the 
normal random variable Z, having the same variance cr2 = Var(Z) = Var(X) . The 
entropic distance to the normal is given by the formula 
D(X) = h(Z)- h(X) = j +oo p(x) log p(xl ) dx, 
-oo ((Ja,CJ X 
where ((Ja ,a stands for the density of the normal law N(a, cr2 ) with parameters a= 
lEX, cr2 = Var(X). Alternatively, it may be described as the shortest distance from 
the distribution F of X to the family of all normal laws on the line in the sense of 
the Kullback-Leibler distance. 
Similarly to the total variation, the quantity D(X) is homogeneous of order zero 
with respect to X, that is, D(A,X) = D(X), for all A > 0. In particular, it does not 
depend on the variance of X. The two distances are related by virtue of the Pinsker-
Csiszar-Kullback inequality ([P], [Cs], [K]), which gives 
1 2 
D(X) 2: 211F - <Pa,aii TV· 
In this sense the en tropic distance is stronger than the total variation. Therefore, one 
may wonder whether or not the stability property in Cramer's theorem still holds 
when replacing the Levy distance with the entropic distance. If so, this could also 
be viewed as the inverse to the concavity of the entropy functional (or to the so-
called entropy power inequality, cf. [D-C-T]), which implies that 
( ) D(X) + D(Y) DX+Y::; 2 , 
whenever X and Y are independent and have equal variances. 
It turns out however, this is not the case. 
Theorem 2. For any t: > 0, there exist independent random variables X and 
Y with absolutely continuous symmetric distributions F1, F2, and with Var(X) = 
Var(Y) = 1, such that 
a) D(X +Y) < t:; 
b) IIF1 - <Pa,a II TV > c and IIF2- <Pa,a I lTv > c, for all a E Rand <J > 0, 
where c > 0 denotes an absolute constant. In particular, both D(X) and D(Y) are 
separated from zero. 
In the next section we describe how such random variables may be constructed. 
In fact, our (counter-)examples for Theorem 1 still work for Theorem 2. We consider 
two constructions. The first one explicitly specifies densities for X and Y, while the 
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other one deals with their distribution functions, which are explicitly provided, as 
well. 
In Section 3 we show that the distributions of X and Y are separated from the 
normal law, thus proving claim b) of Theorem 1. Finally, in Section 4 we provide 
computations for the convolutions, which will justify claim a) of Theorem 1. 
15.2 Constructions of examples 
In this section we describe two types of the construction of random variables. 
We use the standard notations 
(x E R) 
for the density and the distribution function of the standard normal law. 
Construction I (by an explicit formula for densities). 
Given T > 0, let XT be a random variable with density function 
xER, 
where CT = 2/ (1- e- 2T2 ) is the normalizing constant. Introduce a further random 
variable, XzT, independent of XT, with density P2T· 
Clearly, XT has a symmetric distribution with 
Based on this choices, in the proof of Theorems 1-2 we consider 
x2T 
y = ----::== yfEXf; 
for large values of T. 
Note that we may rewrite our densities as 
CT PT(x) = 2 (cp(x)-cos(2Tx)q>(x)) . 
As another variant one may also consider densities of the form 
p(x) = q>(x) + sin(Tx) q>(x), 
which are somewhat simpler. However, they are not symmetric about the origin. 
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Construction II (by an explicit formula for distribution functions). 
Given T > 0, let XT be a random variable with the distribution function 
1 0 
FT(x) = <P(x) + 2T sm(Tx) cp(x) 1{1xi<T}· 
Their densities are given by 
1 ( X . ) PT(x) = cp(x) + 2 cos(Tx)- T sm(Tx) cp(x) 1{1xi < T}· 
5 
Clearly, PT(x) > 0 everywhere (perhaps except for lxl = T), so FT is increasing. 
Since also FT (-co) = 0, FT (+co) = 1, FT is indeed a distribution function. Note that 
PT is even, so the distribution of XT is symmetric about the origin. 
Again introduce a second independent random variable X2T with the distribution 
function F2T. 
To see that Var(XT) ----11, as T ----1 +oo, we may apply well-known identities which 
can be obtained by the successive differentiation of the identity J~:: cos(Tx) cp(x) dx = 
e- T 2 12 with respect to the variable T: 
1) J~::xsin(Tx)cp(x)dx= Te- T2/2, 
2) J~:: x2 cos(Tx) cp(x) dx = (1- T2) e- T2 / 2, 
3) J~:: x3 sin(Tx) cp(x) dx = (3T- T3 ) e- T2 / 2. 
Write 
lEXf = 1 + ~ jT x2 (cos(Tx)- x sin(Tx)) cp(x)dx. 
2 - T T 
By 2)-3), extending integration to the whole line, we get that 
lEXf = 1- e- T212- ~ r x2 (cos(Tx)- X sin(Tx)) cp(x)dx. 
2 J{ lxi>T} T 
Clearly, the last integral tends to zero. 
Based on this choices, for the proof of Theorems 1-2 one may similarly take 
for large values of T. 
Although seemingly more complicated, the second construction is more con-
venient, when measuring the distance to the normal for metrics, such as Levy 
and Kantorovich-Rubinshtein, which explicitly involve distribution functions (rather 
than densities). 
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15.3 Separation from the normal 
The distributions Fy of Xy, constructed in the previous section, are close to the 
standard normal in the sense of the topology of weak convergence. To see this, let 
us look at the characteristic functions for the distributions from Construction I: 
jy(t) =lEeitXr = l~oo eitxpy(x)dx 
Cy 1+oo 
= 2 -oo cos(tx)(1- cos(2Tx)) <p(x)dx 
cy 1+oo ( ( ) cos((t+2T)x)+cos((t-2T)x)) ( )d 
= 2 -oo COS tX - 2 (/' X X 
= Cy ( _12 / 2 _ e-(t+2T)2 /2 + e-(t- 2T)2 /2) 
2 e 2 · 
Hence, for any fixed real t, 
1 ( 2 e-(t+2T)2 /2 + e-(t- 2T)2 /2) 2 f (t) = e- t /2 _ --+ e- t /2 T 1-e- 2T2 j2 2 ' 
and thus weakly in distribution 
Xy =? N(O, 1) , as T--+ +oo. 
By a compactness argument, it is easy to see that p(Fy, ci>)--+ 0, for any metric 
metrizing the weak convergence in the space of all probability distributions on the 
line. If the second moments of distributions are known to be bounded, one may use, 
for example, the Kantorovich-Rubinshtein distance, which in our case is given by 
1+00 w,(Fy , C!>)= -00 IFT(x)-ci>(x) ldx. 
By the very definition of the distributions from Construction II, we obtain immedi-
ately that W1 (FT , cp) < A. 
As a consequence, the normalized random variables X and Y are also close to the 
standard normal law for the Kantorovich-Rubinshtein metric. 
On the other hand, let us look at the total variation distance. One may apply the 
general elementary estimate 
suplf(t)-g(t) l:::; IIF-GII TV, 
t ER 
holding for arbitrary probability distributions F and G on the real line with charac-
teristic functions f and g, respectively. In particular, for the distributions from the 
first construction (choosing t = 2T), we have 
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t2 /2 2T2 1 IIFr-ci> II TV 2:: sup lfr(t)-e - I 2:: lfr(2T)-e - I-+- , 
tER 2 
as T -t +=.Hence, 
1iminf IIFr- ci> IITv 2:: ~-
T -++oo 2 
This observation can be strengthened by considering the shortest total variation 
distance from Fr to the class of all normal laws on the line. 
Lemma 1. We have 
1 
liminf inf IIFr- ci>a,u ii TV 2:: -. 
T -++oo a ,G 2 
Proof. As was discussed above, we may use the bounds 
IIFr- ci>a,u II TV 2:: sup lfr (t)- eiat- u2t2 /21 
tER 
2:: sup ll!r (t) 1- e- uztz /21· 
tER 
It follows from the formula for fr (t) that uniformly over all t 2:: 0, 
lfr(t)- e- uztz /21;::: ~~ e-tz /2- ~ e- (t - 2T)2/21- e- uztz /21- o(T), 
as T ---+ +=, so 
Here and in the sequel, o(T) denotes a quantity which tends to zero, as T ---+ +=, 
uniformly over all t from the indicated range. 
To estimate the supremum on the right-hand side uniformly over all <Y > 0, fix a 
(large) number N. In case cr 2:: N jT, choose t = 2T, which gives 
II e - tz /2 - ~ e - (t - 2T )2 /21- e - u2t2 /21 = ~ - e - 2u2r2 + o(T) 2:: ~ - e - 2N2 + o(T). 
In case cr < N jT, choose t = 2VT, which gives 
~~e-t2 /2- ~ e- (t - 2Tjl /21- e- u2t2 /21 = e- 2u2T + o(T) 2:: e- 2N2 /T + o(T), 
where the right-hand side tends to 1, as T -t +=. Altogether this yields 
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Since the left-hand side does not depend on N, we may let N---+ +oo, and the lemma 
follows . 
As we mentioned in the previous section, the random variables X and Y in The-
orems 1-2 are obtained from Xr and X2r by normalizing, so that Var(X) = Var(Y). 
Since the total variation norm is invariant under rescaling of the coordinates, Lemma 
1 also implies that, 
1 
liminf inf IIF- <I>a,a iiTv 2': -, 
T --++oo a,<Y 2 
1 
liminf inf II G- <I>a,a ii Tv 2': - , 
T --++oo a ,<Y 2 
where F and G denote distributions of X andY (which also depend on T). 
Recalling also Pinsker-Csiszar-Kullback's inequality, we may conclude the prop-
erty b) in these theorems. 
Conclusion 1. For random variables X and Y from Construction I, we have 
IIF- <I>a,ai iTV > c, II G- <I>a,a ii TV > c, 
for all T large enough, where cis any prescribed number in (0, 1/ 2). In particular, 
D(X) > c2 / 4 and D(Y) > c2 / 4. 
A similar approach may be used to study the distributions Fr from the second 
construction. The corresponding characteristic functions are given by 
fr(t) = e- 1212 + ~ ;·T eilx (cos(Tx)- ~ sin(Tx)) q>(x)dx 
2 - T T 
2 e- (t+T )2 / 2+e-(t-T)2 / 2 
= e - 1 /2 + _______ _ 
4 11 . 1 JT . 
- - ettxcos(Tx)q>(x)dx - - e11xxsin(Tx)q>(x)dx. 
2 lxi>T 2T - T 
Clearly, the first integral is bounded in absolute value by 2(1 - <P(T)) < e - T212, 
while the absolute value of the second integral is smaller than J lx l q> (x) dx < 1. 
Hence, uniformly over all t E R 
as T ---+ +oo. Next one can repeat the line of arguments from the proof of Lemma 1. 
Conclusion 2. For the random variables X and Y of Construction II, Conclusion 
1 holds with level1 / 4 replacing 1/ 2 (for constants c). 
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15.4 Convolutions of distributions from Construction I 
Write the density of random variables XT from Construction I in the form 
CT PT(x) = 2 ( q>(x)- cos(2Tx) q>(x)), 
where CT = 2/(1- e- 2T2 ) is the normalizing constant. Note that "{ ---+ 1, as T---+ 
+co. 
Instead of the sum X+ Y (which is a bit more complicated), we consider the sum 
XT + X2T oftwo independent random variables, assuming thatXT has density PT and 
X2T has density P2T. The density of this sum represents the convolution PT * P2T. 
In analogy with notations for distribution functions, for integrable functions p(x) 
and q(x) we write (p * q)(x) = p(x) * q(x) = J!.:' p(x- y)q(y) dy. 
To simplify the computations, introduce 
qT(x) = q>(x) - cos(2Tx) q>(x) 
and write 
(qT*q2T)(x)-(q>*q>)(x) = -q>(x) * [(cos(2Tx)+cos(4Tx))q>(x)] 
+ [cos(2Tx) q>(x)] * [cos( 4Tx)) q>(x)]. 
Note that 
To compute convolutions, we need one simple relation. Given a complex variable 
a, consider the integral 
Changing the variable y = ~- .JI· we obtain (x-yr+i =~+~.and the integral 
becomes 
Therefore, 
l:oo q>(x-y)q>(y)eaYdy= (q>*q>)(x) eaxj2+a2 /4. 
Taking a = iT, we get 
l+oo 2 AT = -oo q>(x- y) q>(y) cos(Ty) dy = ( q> * q>) (x) e-T 14 cos(Tx/2), 
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1~ 2 BT = -oo cp(x-y)cp(y) sin(Ty)dy = (({)*({))(x)e- T 14 sin(Tx/ 2). 
Hence, the convolution cp(x) * [(cos(2Tx) +cos(4Tx)) cp(x)] is given by 
1+oo 
-oo cp(x-y)cp(y)(cos(2Ty)+cos(4Ty))dy = A2T+A4T· 
Similarly, the convolution [cos(2Tx) cp(x)] * [cos(4Tx)) cp(x) ] is 
J~: cp(x- y) cp(y) cos(2T(x- y)) cos( 4Ty)) dy 
= J~= cp(x _ y) cp(y) cos(2Tx- 6Ty)icos(2Tx+2Ty) dy 
= i (A6Tcos(2Tx) +A2Tcos(2Tx) +B6Tsin(2Tx) -B2Tsin(2Tx)). 
Collecting the two convolutions together, we obtain for (qT * q2T)(x) the repre-
sentation 
Now, using the obvious bound IA2T I ::; (({)*({))(x)e- T2 and similarly for B2T. we 
arrive at 
But PT * P2T = (1 + £T) qT * q2T. where £T = i CTC2T- 1 --+ 0, as T --+ +oo, and 
moreover leT I ::; Ce-2T 2 , whenever T 2: 1. Hence, we get: 
Lemma 2. For all T 2: 1 and x E R, 
with some absolute constant C. 
This estimate is quite sufficient to see that 
and also for the Kullback-Leibler's distance 
1+oo (PT * P2T) (x) D(XT + XzTI IZ) = (PT*PzT)(x)log ( )() dx --+ 0, 
- oo (/) * (/) X 
as T--+ +oo, where Z "'N(O, 2). So the (closest) entropic distance to the normal 
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A similar property, D(X + Y) --+ 0, as T --+ +=, also holds for normalized random 
variables, since Var(XT) --+ 1, although this conclusion requires a certain justifica-
tion. What is needed is the property 
where aT --+ 1. This may be done, for example, by a slight modification of the 
arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2. With this in mind Theorems 1-2 are 
proved. 
We leave it to the reader to check that the same conclusion is true for probability 
distributions from Construction II. 
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